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Midnight Mania 1 Reasoned policy change
-•

By Alex Waaner

Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

According to Pacific's Pub
lic Safety Case Log, between
Jan. 1, 2002 and Dec. 31, 2002
there were 88 crimes on or
around the Pacific campus
involving alcohol, 44 of which
resulted with arrests.
These statistics coupled
with the recent incidences of
alcohol poisonings at off-cam
pus social events are what
encouraged the university to
initiate an addendum to the
alcohol policy. As judicial
appeal hearings proceed on
cases involving two fraternities charged with alcohol violations including unlawfully
Photograph by Georgette Rodarakis I

^E-OUT: Goose and M-Peezy from Sigma Chi participate in the mania.

' Golden Vonsant

\opy Editor

Pacific's
men's
and
pomen's basketball seasons
larted out with a bang Friwith the festivities of
nidnight Mania.
The night geared up with
lie basketball tournament
DSted by Kappa Alpha
heta. All proceeds from
he highly successful event
|as donated to Court Apointed Special Advocates
ZASA).
Raising over $1,800, Theta
thrilled with the results,
[p Public Relations for TheClaire De La Rosa said,
This event was a success
ecause it benefited both a
reat cause and our basketall teams."
The championships of the
hurnament were moved
r to the Alex G. Spanos
tenter, where the rest of the
light's activities were held.

Fans in attendance re
ceived a free Orange Army!
T-shirt, free pizza, as well as
a great show put on by the
basketball teams.
Prizes such as Sacramento
King's tickets, up to $1,000
in cash, free textbooks for a
year, and others were up for
grabs that night.
The men's team showed I
off their skills in a slamdunk contest, and both the
men and women's teams
scrimmaged to conclude the
evening.
The crowd got to see the I
players goof around and
have fun together; this cre
ates a bond between the I
players and their support
ers.
The teams have a lot of I
potential to make this a
winning season, after this
event, the Pacific Athletic
Department hopes they
will have more fans in the|
bleachers.

i

I

i
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serving alcohol to under
age persons, students may
receive new information to
help them understand the
reasons for the addendum.
Alpha Phi sorority presi
dent, Cindy Cook could
understand the administra
tion's motivations for the
addendum; however, she
sees the alcohol violations
and alcohol poisonings as
more of a "freshmen prob
lem" than one caused by
off-campus events thrown
by Greek organizations.
Whether or not the majority of the alcohol related
problems are caused y
freshmen or Greeks, the uni
versity can be held liable,
Director of Public Safety,

Mike Belcher explained
As a 25-year veteran of the
Stockton Police Department,
Belcher believes there is a
need for the administration
to be involved in the plan
ning of student social events
both on and off the Pacific
campus.
"Managing a party is not
just about throwing beers in
a cooler and putting pretzels
on a table. Holding a suc
cessful party requires a lot of
planning."
Part of that planning for
off-campus events involves
selecting a location that is
safe for Pacific students. In
correlation with the Stockton

See POLICY page 5

Omega Phi Alpha appeals case
By Amber Prochoska
Editor-in-Chief

Pacific fraternity Omega
Phi Alpha is appealing a
university ruling after three
Pacific students were rushed
to St. Joseph's Medical Center
for alcohol poisoning during
an off-campus party hosted
by the fraternity last month.
The university has released
three sanctions for the frater
nity's misconduct.
First, the fraternity housing
lease is terminated. If the fra
ternity would like the renewal
of the lease to be considered
they must "show cause" by
Feb. 15, 2004 through a hear
ing with the Associate Vice
President for Student Life,
Rick Morat. The university
has given three ways in which
the organization may "show
cause." First, the judicial
board suggested that the
organization affiliate with a
national fraternity who has

the risk management policy
they lack.
Second, they proposed
the organization develop a
"risk management plan co
ordinated and signed by a
ten member Alumni Board,
where five of the members
must be at least ten years
post graduation."
Third, the judicial board
said "other appropriate
requirements of the fraterni
ty's choice to meet or exceed
the types of accomplish
ments listed, approved by
the Associate Vice President
for Student Life" may help
renew their lease. Next, the
fraternity will be on social
probation where the frater
nity will not be able to host,
sponsor, or participate in
any event in which alcohol
will be served until Oct. 31,
2004.
Finally, by the end of this
month, the fraternity must

submit a sober monitor train
ing plan to the Director of
Judicial Affairs, Kerry KruegerDevine.
The fraternity has ap
pealed the decision on
grounds that the "sanction
is grossly disproportionate to
the offense."
The Judicial Review Board
determined that the organi
zation "violated university
policy and California state
law, including the Student
Code of Conduct A, B and G,
General University Policies
on Alcohol: 3,3.1, 3.2,3.7 and
Fraternal Organization Poli
cies: 40.6."
"It's not a criminal court.
It is only a preponderance
of the evidence," KruegerDevine said.
Nevertheless,
KruegerDevine says the alcohol
policy is quite simple. You

See CASE page 5
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FLU SHOTS DATES AND TIMES
• Location: Athletic Department
Date: 10/28
Time: 4-7 p.m.
•Location: Health and Science Building Room PHS 110
Date: 10/29
Time: 4-6 p.m.
•Location: Baun Fitness Center
Date: 11/3
Time: 5-7 p.m.
•Location: Baun Fitness Center
Date: 11/5
Time: 5-7 p.m.
• Location: McCaffrey Center
Date: 11/4
Time: 2-4 p.m.
• Location: Sacramento School of Law
Date: 11/11
Time: 3:30- 5:30 p.m.
•Location: Sacramento School of Law
Date: 11/13
Time: 3:30-5:30 p.m.
•Location: Raymond Great Hall
Date: 11/6
Time: 3-5 p.m.
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KPAC is looking brigh
By Matthew Kemper

Guest Writer

students, faculty, along with
Guild and Baldwin thoughts.
Guild and Baldwin offered
those in attendance advice
on the direction of the radio
station.
"The future of the radio
station looks bright. The
help of these two gentlemen
is only helping the future of
the station," station advisor
Dr. Alan Ray said.
The meeting first discussed
things that can be done to
help organize the station and
how it will grow and devel
op. There are many aspects
that must be done correctly
in order to run a successful
radio station.
"The meeting was good
because the radio station
students got an idea of what
they need to do in order for
KPAC to make it big on this
campus," Holmquist said.
In order for Pacificstudents
and community members to

listen, they- n
the stationrelations sti
portunity to
The more ss
involved,the
station will b
"I think ti
positive thi
with the rad
will allow u<
right direct:a
sic director, T
said.
The radio looking for
to get invoh
attracted to t
on the radio v
radio you car
email at arav
"There is a
for campus n
cific. I am e>
station deveh
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Pacifican
radio'show Executive

opportunity for all Pacific
students to have the chance
to voice their opinions and
learn more about school and
\ By Keith Orlando Hilton. Ph.D.
community issues that are of
Pacifican Advisor
great importance.
I think that as time goes
vs. the infamous
on, the show will improve
more and more and eventu
George F. Will
ally it will be pretty close to
a perfect hour spent laughing
The journalist and social
and having fun."
I critic George Will and I both
Hoover and Peterson en Ihave doctorates from two
Photograph by Elizabeth Carranza
courage students to call in 1 very fine private universi
JOURNALISM GENIUS: Profes
throughout the evening so ties (Will from Princeton
sor Hilton speaks about a good
that they have the opportu I- east coast; Hilton from
journalism education.
nity to give feed back and lClaremont - west coast;
ence to all student journal
answer any questions that
www.cgu.edu). I am Afri ists and aspiring business
may arise.
can American; he is not. He leaders. It provides weekly
Just
a
few
weeks
ago,
Pro
|
is
a conservative; I am not.
VwOunesy ui rvr/-vv- iuuiu
news and information to the
fessor Alan Ray made it pos
hosts discuss civic journalism.
We both have extensive
sible for KPAC to be heard as I media experience. My re Pacific community, brings
recognition to minority /
is what relaying the news to far as March Lane.
search areas include, but are ALANA students and spe
our fellow students at Pacific
For all students not cur
not limited to; Agenda Set cial-interest groups, as well
is all about.
rently living on campus but
ting Theory and the Mass as well-established campus
We hope to have a positive are living somewhere on
Media, Civic Journalism, groups and organizations.
effect on the thoughts and March Lane or the surround
the Ethnic Newspaper In ALANA stands for African,
curiosity of the students to ing areas be sure to turn your
dustry, and Higher Educa- Latino, Asian and Native
such an extent that they are FM dial to 88.8 each Sunday.
j tion Coverage in the Media. American.
motivated to call in and dis
As a researcher, professor,
The Pacifican serves as a
cuss their views.
| and journalist, I consistently lasting chronicle of events
Co-host Corey Peterson
focus on local, national, and and decisions at the Stock
said, "I really think that
I international issues. I take ton, Sacramento and San
the Pacifican Hour is a great
1 very seriously my ongoing Francisco campuses. The
social commentaries that Pacifican also contributes
can be classified as being to interaction among the
student-focused, but to the schools and colleges and
right of Lani Guinier (Har- improves communication
October 5-11, 2003 prepared by Officer John Alfred
vard Law School) or Nate between the university ad
lHentoff, and to the left of ministration, faculty, staff,
Thefts
I Randy Kennedy (Harvard) and the students.
I or Linda Chavez. My opinJournalism
education
When
What
Where
1 ion pieces are written in a needs to include; (1) the
I journalistic style that news- development of a journal
10/8
Laptop Computer
Library
I paper readers appreciate.
ism culture that reinforces
10/8
Rear license plate
Lot #2 (Pool)
What a great time to be in public service mission; (2)
10/10
"B"
parking
permit
Lot #3
I journalism, and in my case, understanding and using
1 to be a newspaper advisor. new and diverse technolo
Vandalisms
What a great time to be gies, but focusing on the
la student at Pacific. And main objective: learning to
10/7
Rear window of vehicle
Lot #9
what a great time to make find and write stories; (3)
your student voices heard educating students to think
Miscellaneous
within this rich tradition. critically adventurously; (4)
1 Successes, flaws, warts, educating students to be
Vehicle stolen
and all, it is always nice to cutting edge journalists and
Monagan parking lot
10/6
see The Pacifican read by (5) building partnerships
Officer stopped a subject
I thousands of readers each with other journalism edu
Stagg Memorial Stadium 10/9
who was dumpster driving.
week. The Pacifican Can! So cation programs and print
Subject has three
I thank you for allowing me media industries. I also
outstanding arrest warrants
sing the praises of this staff understand and teach my
Officer found a loaded gun
and campus community in students that the diversity
and drugs in subject's truck
these few lines.
movement in journalism
Victim's vehicle was found
Founded in 1908, The is healthy for the field and
North Service Rd.
with a broken window and
Pacifican continues to pro nation.
tampered ignition.
vide an educational experi-

Jiuit the journalidm factd

|TUNE IN: Paciftcan News Hour

t Laurel Hoover
uest Writer

KPAC's Pacifican News
our began its second year
i September with co-hosts
aurel Hoover and Corey
eterson.
| The Pacifican News Hour
; each Sunday from 6 to
lp.m.
1 The show is full of fun
Hed laughs, a variety of
[tusic, and talk about the
acifican newspaper from
[le previous week.
Each section of the
acifican is covered in a
-minute time slot where
ke co-hosts discuss top
lories of the week, based
the principles of civic
burnalism.
"I think you guys are
loing a wonderful job of
lixing civic journalism
yith humor and discussrg many serious issues
aat students should be
oncerned with," Professor
ieith Hilton of the Comriunication
department
aid.
The
Pacifican
News
lour plans to invite and
nterview various guests,
|
icluding Keith Hilton,
thletes-of-the-week and
l opefully Chris Weber of
|
ne Sacramento Kings.
Public or civic journalism
a key factor in the Pacifin News Hour Sunday
Ihow mainly because that

Public Safety Report

I
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Town
College Fair at Pacific

BE ALL YOU CAN BE: Students gather around and obtain
information from the ARMY table.

Bv Elizabeth Carranza

get information, and speak
to an actual school repre
sentative.
The First Annual Hispan
"The college fair is greal
ic College Fair took place at because I learned about a
Pacific on Thursday, Oct. lot of colleges that I didn'l
16.
know about," said Franklin
Stockton Unified School student, Julio Luna.
District designed the col
Some of the colleges
lege fair to give multicul that attended the fair were:
tural students information Stanford, California State
about different colleges.
University Stanislaus, Cali
Connie Valadez, the fornia Christian College, In
SUSD Language Develop stitute of Art, and the Army.
ment Specialist, was the The college fair was also
event organizer with the filled with Pacific students
help of Pacific's Division and Stockton Fire Depart
of Student Life, Career Re ment volunteers.
source Center, and CIP and
"I am very excited be
Multicultural Affairs.
cause the event was a big
It took a lot of people turn out and it gave stu
to put this event together dents the opportunity to gel
therefore it was a big col interested in college," said
laboration," said Connie Stockton Fire Department
Valadez, SUSD language volunteer, Emilio Mantua.
development specialist.
The two-hour event was
The event came about a huge success. More than
after Valadez attended a 1,200 hundred students at
similar college fair in New tended the college fair. The
York and was surprised of Hispanic College Fair will
its successful outcome, then be back to Pacific next year
she decided to bring a simi and hopefully it will be big
lar college fair to Stockton.
ger and better.
"We saw students that
"This is another great
are not the 'typical' college event where Pacific reaches
students and our objective out to the youth of Stock
was to expose them to this," ton," said CIP and Multicul
said Valadez.
tural Affairs director, Ines
Stockton students had Ruiz Huston.
the opportunity to learn
about the different colleges,

Co-News Editor

By Alison Globe

Guest Writer
This past year the univer
sity decided it was time to
unite the campus and use
one logo.
"The University of the
Pacific" is now used as the
appropriate title instead of
the abbreviation UOP. One of
the reasons for the change is
that state schools, not distin
guished private universities
such as Harvard, Stanford,
and Yale, use abbreviations.
Everything that had or
used UOP is being changed
to Pacific. This includes our
university email accounts.
All new accounts made
after Oct. 1 are pacifc.edu.
Students and professors
that have accounts that
have uop.edu do not need to
worry about telling everyone
that they send email to about
the change. Brandon Savage,
from OIT said, "Email sent to
the old address will automat
ically be forwarded to the
new email account." Also,
when sending an email, the
"reply to" address will be the
address that is pacific.edu.
Students and faculty using
the old address "will contin
ue to receive mail with that
address for the foreseeable
future."
Using the old address will
only possibly be a problem
when you are on a group list
for email.
You will have to change
your email with the list ad
ministrator. There will be
a possibility that you might
not be able to receive the
emails that are sent.
You can call OIT or look
on the website already men
tioned for more information.
"People know about the
university but will take a
while before they start rec
ognizing the new Pacific and
not UOP," senior Doug Robbinson said.
The changes at Pacific are
pretty exciting. When the
whole campus can be recog
nized for one logo and name,
it has a unifying affect. Keep
your eyes open for the new
look of Pacific.
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Azusa Pacific University 's graduate programs in
Psychology offer:
• An APA-accredited Psy.D. Program
• An M,A. in Marriage and Family Therapy Prog -.3
• A curriculum with a family psychology emph .3 s ?
integrates spirituality and values
• A blend of theoretical and practical elements c psychology
For more information about APU's programs in graduate
psychology, call (626) 815-5008, (800) 825-5278, r,r
ww w.apu .ed u/educabs/g raduate/psychology/.

AZUSA PACIFIC

901 E. Alosta Ave.
P0 Box 7000
Azusa, CA 91702-700Q

www.apu.edu
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Serving Pacific for 95 Years

Pacific student lands prestigious grant
Ry Incqui Archombault
Guest Writer

Norris Cooper, a senior
at Pacific, has truly turned
lemons into lemonade. His
life has definitely not been
easy, but he has been able to
overcome many obstacles.
All those hardships have
shaped Cooper to be a lead
er and a hard worker.
Most recently, Cooper
was selected from a pool
of nearly 100 applicants to
participate in an internship
with California Coalition for
Rural Housing (CCRH).
CCRH sponsors talented
minorities to participate
in the fields of community

CASE from page 1
Ihave to oblige by California
Istate law. You've got to be
121."

The appeal will be held
I later this week or early next
I week, where the judicial
{board may dismiss the apIpeal, keeping sanctions as
lis, or grant an appeal where
I they can give greater or less
|
sanctions.
"They are not re-hearing
I the case. That sometimes
I confuses people. They think
I it's a second hearing when
I they go to an appeal," said
IKruegerDevine. "It's given
I this information, the sancItion is grossly disproporI donate to the offense. They

POLICY from page 1
I Police Department, Belcher
has approved 20 locations
around Stockton that are
safe for student organiza
tion to hold events for 250
people.
The location of an offcampus event is essential
for maintaining student
safety. Belcher pointed to
the Omega Phi Alpha offcampus event at the end of
Sept. as a prime example
of a location that would
not have been approved
using the university's new
standards. From his experi
ence on the Stockton police
force, Belcher knew that the
event was being held across

planning and development.
Cooper started his intern
ship in June of 2003 and was
put in the position as the only
intern of Villa Real Incorpo
rated, a non-profit subsidiary
of San Joaquin County Hous
ing Authority, that constructs
low-cost and rental dwell
ings for low-income families,
as well as providing copious
support for families.
The non-profit was estab
lished three years ago and
had not been very active be
fore Cooper began his tenure
of employment.
Cooper's short occupancy
has resulted in the writing
of several grants, a youth
development project, twofour-unit housing complexes
look at the violation and the
sanctions."
If the appeal is dismissed
and the fraternity breaks
sanctions, the organization
may be asked to leave cam
pus. This will not be the first
time the university has asked
an organization to leave Pa
cific.
In 2001, the university
formally announced that the
fraternity Sigma Alpha Epsilon was no longer recognized
as an organization on campus
after their national headquar
ters asked them to "cease and
desist." Omega lacks national
headquarters to issue the
same order.
"We've seen a lot of firstvear students violating the

(under development), one
single-family home project,
and the near completion of a
five-year business plan.
Of the several grants writ
ten, Cooper has already been
awarded over $10,000, and
has established an ongoing
relationship with Delta Col
lege to help erect structures
for low-income individuals
to enjoy a better quality of
life.
He is working with the
college's applied science
and technologies depart
ment to provide the students
with hands on construction
training, while providing a
low-income family with an
affordable home.

the street from a park that
generated over 100 arrests in
the past year, many of which
involved violent activity.
Dr. Susan Williams-Quinlan sees other positive bene
fits of the new addendum. As
Pacific's Student Victim Ad
vocate Counselor, Quinlan
believes limiting the number
of people at social events will
increase student safety and
limit the vulnerability of stu
dents to sexual assault and
drink contamination.
"Limiting the number
of people invited to so
cial events will help avoid
non-students from doing
inappropriate things to our
students."

Within her five years
at Pacific, Quinlan has
witnessed an increasing
number of students who
experienced sexual assault
or harm at large parties.
Only time will tell if the
addendum will actually
bring increased safety to
Pacific students.
Either
way, according to Belcher, it
is the administration's duty
to try and set positive stan
dards for behavior.
"We have young adults
coming onto this campus
and establishing behavior
patterns that will follow
them for life. We need to be
responsible for making sure
the patterns are safe and
positive."

alcohol policy. But, if we
look at public intoxication,
we're seeing more juniors
and seniors violating it. It
isn't limited to one faction of
the university, said KruegerDevine.
"I hear [from students]
that the university is making
people drink and drive. We
all, as adults, have to figure
that one out. When you are
over 21 you have to figure it
out and when you are under
21 you have to figure that
out too. The university is
not going to provide a forum
for people to put themselves
and others at risk."
Members of Omega were
not available for comment.

Cooper credited Cecilia
Rodriguez, a former Pacific
student, and the Pacific Ca
reer Resource Center for his
access to information that
resulted in his opportunity to
participate in the internship.
Dr. Mamie Darlington, a
professor at Pacific, said, "He
is a special young man, aca
demically talented, and truly
concerned about others."
Cooper is currently taking
21 units, assistant teaching
in a Multicultural Leader
ship Issues course (offered at
Pacific), writing for the Pacifican, and mentoring at-risk
teenagers.
Division of Student Life
and Multicultural Affairs
Director Ines Ruiz-Huston
is enthusiastic about Cooper
being her teaching assistant.
"When I first met Norris
he was in my multicultural
leadership issues class. He
was my number one student.
Norris is passionate about
cultural issues and excellent
writer. He's great when it
comes to bringing out key
issues for change," RuizHuston said.

During Cooper's lifetime,
he has portrayed a continu
ing dedication to succeed.
Cooper believes that he
has worked hard to accom
plish his goals and success
comes through persever
ance and determination.
"God, my family, and
many other good people
have seen the potential in
me, and through them I was
able to maintain my stride
to achievement," Cooper
said.
As a young man, Cooper
observed the opportunity to
thrive and he took advan
tage of it.
Leaders are individuals
who believe in hope for
their community and strive
to revolutionize people
around them.
Cooper's story is one
of great triumph. He has
stopped at nothing to
achieve his goals and make
a difference.

•mber 29, 2003, PG&E will shut doV
parts of campus to work on their equipment.'
at it Be done during Christmas break, in oraer
impact and inconvenience. This outage vpfl
last for approximately two hours and is forecast to begip j|t
*'
9 a.m.

75

Thf locations that will NOT be shut down are
listed below:
•Hi>

\

Alpha Phi
Anderson Y
Delta Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta
Manor Hall ||
McConchie Hafl
Omega

• ' y '•
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U.S. injustice
can bias, and refuses to allow
the possibility of American
Staff Writer
military
being
secondguessed.
Instead,
Goldstone
"Civil Society must remain
pointed out, the U.S. insists
vigilant."
on
blackmailing countries
Those were the words of
into
bilateral
agreements.
the speaker in an after-din
To
me,
it
seems almost
ner speech to an audience
of School of International unfathomable that the U.S.
Studies students, faculty, and would refuse an opportu
nity such as supporting this
board members last Friday.
The audience nibbled on breakthrough in humanitar
their fruit-topped chocolate ian achievement. I under
cake, and delicately stirred stand the reasons for the U.S.
cream into their steaming abstention, but as the idealist
coffee. Around the crowded that I am, I yearn for a society
room, slight chimes were in which countries, especialpowheard as
44.
e
r
f u1
the silver
We distance our leading
spoons
selves from the ac c o u n 
the
met
hard white tions and decisions of t r i e s ,
edges of our administration to s t a n d
up and
the
cof
a
dangerous
and
disfor what
fee cups.
The
at
queting degree.^ is right,
what is
mosphere
morally
was sur
and
ethically
necessary.
real and the guests were enIt took years to progress
thralled-this was no ordinary
to
a stage that allowed for
speaker and his words had
the
tribunals in Yugoslavia
extraordinary meaning.
and
Rwanda, which in turn,
The speaker, who had
helped
create the interna
previously addressed an au
tional
court
in the Hague.
dience at the McCaffrey The
How
can
this
progression,
ater, was Richard Goldstone,
this
triumph
of
humanity,
Justice of the Constitutional
go
unsupported
and
perhaps
Court of South Africa and
falter
as
a
result?
former chief prosecutor of
The onus is placed now
the United Nations Interna
tional War Crimes Tribunal upon our shoulders. We as
of the former Yugoslavia and members of civil society must
make decisions and take ac
Rwanda.
Justice Goldstone's presen tions to show our support for
tation had implications for multilateral achievements.
the International Court in the How many times must we
Hague, the role the United shake our heads or shrug our
States should and could play shoulders in disbelief at the
as a word leader, the position actions of our government?
of various countries around
We distance ourselves
the world, and perhaps most from the actions and deci
importantly, the role of civil sions of our administration
society in these interactions. to a dangerous and disquiet
"The jury," he admitted, ing degree.
"is out" on whether the
If the U.S. administration
International Court in the is unwilling to work with the
Hague will succeed with international community, we
out the help and support of must exercise our precious
the United States, a nation democratic right and choose
whose political and econom an administration that will.
ic muscle would be essential
In the meantime, civil soci
for pressing countries to ety must remain vigilant and
hand over their citizens who vocal, pressing for smarter
are charged.
and fairer decisions from a
However, the U.S. refuses government that has the abil
to ratify the Rome Treaty, ity of achieving and provid
which underlies the ICC, be ing so much.
cause it fears an anti-Ameri-

By Poiae Elisha

www.thepacificat]

Regressive marriage ba
Ry Smnnne Vvborney
Guest Writer
A couple weeks ago, a
Pacifican writer focused on

the importance of marriage
and how it should take back
the significance it once had.
Well, one group is currently
trying to do that and they are
receiving a firestorm of op
position, namely from lead
ers like President Bush and
the Pope.
Gay marriage, the topic
hot on the lips of politicians
all over the nation, is enjoy
ing a heightened amount
of press at a time where
the supposed line between
church and state is becoming
increasingly more blurred.
Essentially, I would like this
article to illustrate how gay
marriage is equal to hetero
sexual marriage and how to
deny the gay community the
right to marry is to rob them
not only of a legal right, but
also of a basic human right.
A few months ago, the
Vatican issued a statement
declaring that "Mar-«AS

GAY MARRIAGE: Why not? They allow it

marriage issue and using
grassroots methods to gain
leverage, presenting a sharp
contrast to President Bush
who is working with Republican conservatives on a
constitutional amendment to
ban gay marriage.
Leaning on his religion,
leaders like Bush are making
no such attempts to separate
church and state as they
continue to declare marriage
as a holy ceremony meant

Ca

left and right without H
to prove their emotior
financial stability to an
Since a gay couple oi
men cannot have a
without adoption, ar ii
tant sector of society is
denied the human a
ence of having a farr.;.]
being a parent. In th we are treating hom,^
not even as comp ete
but m a disturbing pari
the black civi rig ts ^

a human being, every perI
h'oTosLu^ctgo son should have the freedom ing numbers
against the natural
to love who they want and David serf
con. they should have the right to
sidering the corrup- ITlSllTy. Anything less is to de- Lesbians and
tion and pedophilia grade the quality of the hu- fj? ®s
currently associated man
<ar»H nf lifo " j
j
with the Catholic
experience ana
Of lite.
denied as m-Church, it hardly
seems right to be getting
a lesson in morality from
them. Secondly, to say that
homosexual acts are deviant
is highly disturbing—it re
duces homosexuality down
to a sex act and rids it of
any vestiges of other things
aside from sex that make us
human, like emotional and
spiritual bonds.
It is best stated by Coretta
Scott King, widow of famous
civil rights leader Dr. Mar
tin Luther King who said
Homophobia is like racism
and anti-Semitism and other
forms of bigotry in that it
seeks to dehumanize a large
group of people, to deny
their humanity, their dignity
and personhood."*
In more recent news, Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton is
giving support to the gay

considering me aiscouraging divorce rate (which you
cant blame on gay peope
since they re not allowed to
get married), heterosexuals
are not exactly doing a great
job in the keeping-marriagetogether department.
We might as well give
homosexuals a shot at rais
ing kids and being married;
heterosexuals are certainly
not currently presenting a
great model for those roles.
Furthermore,
considering
all the unwanted children in
the world, it seems unfair to
deny gays the rights other
heterosexual couples have,
such as the right to adopt.
Adoption is ironic in that
it requires an expensive and
lengthy screening and matching process whereas heterosexuals can produce children

1,000 rights
are granted to heterc-:
« , COUDle<;
,Joughh
commute
& . 1
%
be™8w„K";8cd:_ „ ,
u
My final question
is
can marriage only be
tween a man and a wo:
If there are two people
are in love and who are .
mitted to each other, isr. :
a sacred bond which sr.
be allowed recognition
Seeing the number
couples who do not in
commit and find marrir o
be an outdated and cap::
institution, isn't it refres
to find people who stil. r
faith in the power of r
riage? Furthermore,
^ments can be founc
&
^ ban on' ggay
ay r
ht"
'
see MARRIAGE
Pag:
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By A n g e l a R i c h a r d s
twenty-five years 1 have seen, tional aquaculture as poten recycling batteries but did
Environmental C o l u m n ist
not report on how to do it.
|
time and time again, aqua tial assets for an ecological
ty is riddled with confusing
culture operations forced to one. This is a pivotal point. Here are some tips:
• For laptop computer
information and, as a profes become industrial in scale, In a genuine ecologically
sion, lacks a holistic vision.
and
other portable elec
chemically managed, and based system, ammonia is
tronic
devices, you can mail
In this intellectual vacuum,
energy consumptive in or not seen as a toxic substance,
vendors, experts, consultants
your
batteries
to:
der to survive economically. but as a nutrient resource
Power
Express
Batteries
and academics reign with
Most have gone broke, or powering a biological engine
their ideas, opinions, rules else linger on like the walk that can be channeled into
Battery Recycling
Instead of reporting about of thumb and expensive
food webs. These food webs
14388 Union Avenue,
ing
dead.
Ecology
was
the
the chaotic world of envi solutions. As a consequence
can in turn feed the species
San Jose, CA 95124
ronmental politics, I wanted cultured fish are suspect road not taken.
to be cultured. Fish wastes or
At
Ocean
Arks
we
are
tak
• For button cell batteries
to let everyone know about as healthy foods. I recentlysolids, an anathema to most
a really cool development counted one hundred and ing the ecological path. We fish farmers, can be placed in (mostly batteries for jew
that is'taking place in this nine different chemicals and are creating ecosystems and parts of the system where, as elry): when you go to the
country. I decided to include medications used in contem sub-ecosystems that support rich organic materials, they jeweler to get a new battery
this article by John Todd, porary fish farming. The field the growth of healthy fish in provide different redox (re- simply ask them to recycle
one of the greatest and most is a veritable battleground of a chemical free environment. ducing-oxidizing) environ the one you are turning in.
Most stores normally do
respected Aquatic biologists conflicting, expensive and Our primary or fundamental
ments.
goal
then
is
to
create
ecosys
this.
ever. This is a piece from his sometimes irrelevant ideas.
These in turn can enhance
• 95 percent of automotive
article in the magazine An The industry, as it is presently tems that support fish and phase changes and can
batteries
are recycled. If you
shellfish.
nals of Earth:
construed, cannot prevail if
speed up ecological pro want to make sure this will
These
are
solar
and
photo1 "Ecological Aquaculture humanity is to develop sus
synthetically based Systems cesses. In the right place, at happen to your battery or if
At Ocean Arks"
tainable, Earth-friendly tech built on phylogertic diversity, the right time, solids can be- you want more information |
Aquaculture is presently niques for growing healthy,
symbiotic associations, and come foods for detritivorous you can call 1-800-289-4627.
in crisis; so much so that the abundant foods.
• For most of our house
reciprocity.: Forget for the organisms. They can also
problem is little recognized
Few of the architects of moment the usual ways of support rooted plants that hold batteries, some com
or discussed in most fish modern aquaculture are
oxygenate and enhance wa munities will provide a
farming circles. It is headed ecologists or ecological de —designing aquaculture facili ter quality. And so it goes.
recycling bin or you can j
down the wrong road. A signers. In the main, most ties, based upon pounds of
drop thenj/Off at designated
fish
per
gallon,
ammonia
fresh start for aquaculture of the experts are basically
Battery Update
concentrations,
or
solids
facilities.
based upon the principles of mechanics or providers to
management.
Instead
think
ecology is urgently needed. the industry and they are
Last week, I talked about
The aquaculture communi anti-ecological. Over the past of the problems in conven

Takins a stand against th© d©ath penalty
5

ment composed of men and
By Robert Christionson
women to determine a man's
Staff Writer
death? Oh, they forfeit their
I have both moral and right by committing a mortal sin. I see
see. Becmise
Because they
secular arguments for why tad
have
sinned,
they
lose their
the death penalty is an ill of
humanity
and
fundamental
our society. I could list them
for you. I could write an ar worth. That argument holds
ticle that includes all of them. up like a house of cards in a
Would you listen? Perhaps. hurricane. The whole premBut you may feel like I am ise of sanctity for human life
not speaking directly to you, is that it is universal, undelike I have not addressed niable, nonnegotiable, and
you and your beliefs in par everlasting.
Staying with the religious
ticular. So instead I will ad
theme
for a second, if you
dress you based on your own
are
a
Christian,
what does
arguments in the abortion
your church say? If you do
debate.
One of the main premises not know, I will tell you.
for opposing abortion rights The Catholic Church and all
is to protect the sanctity of major Protestant denomi
life. Often laced with the nations, save the Southern
„
religious belief that God, not Baptists, have taken a stand
man, has authority over life against the death penally,
and death, this is a central While it is in vogue to defy
argument in the abortion religious authority, many
debate. So, why would it of you are not the ones that
be legitimate for a govern have set this standard, but

.,
,
i
of
rather embrace the idea of
some moral authority, the
hypocrisy
of
attending
church and defending executions is the type of thing that
tha
makes people lose respect for
organized religion. It also
als
encourages people to create
personal moral codes, which
can be changed at a whim.
you defy your churc
teachings, you should feel accountable for furthering the
decline of moral authority.
Even if you reject your
church's authority, you must
follow the teachings of Jesus
Christ. For one who does not
follow Christ surely cannot
be a Christian. Would Jesus
pull the switch? I guess he
would. That is, if he defied
almost all of his teachings
So, as

and the
gospels, notably forgivene ,
your enemy and not
casting the first stone, when
you have sinned yourself.

As far as non-religious,
anti-abortion rights, you
gripe about how abortion is
murder by a different name,
What is execution, but the
'
A constant Ufe ethic would
• that ou protect life
q ^
tQ ^ tomb
^ ^ ^ about
^ this
remam/ regardless of
vvhat errors they make.
t aborPeople
who suppor
support
Ppnn]e who
lion rights^ often base their
decision by valuing freedom
and equality over any other
of moral virtue. At this
££ fSS accept this deciLn and address you from
set

ot faee
predicates that I will
will£
not
the issue of abortion, as a
woman can; most of you will
almost certainly not face the
possibility of being sentenced
• _ J
11 fo in rvriQrm
fo
death /-v*«
or life
in prison,
This is especially true
tn if
you are white, affluent and
a woman, because death row
is not too familiar with that
combination,
Now that I have bn >
raised these issues, let us
turn directly to your love of
equality, and how the
penalty spits in face o ^
It is random. The death
penalty is only

"TSfnone of you lerved forV most heinous
Will ever have to face the crimes eligible, whichjets^a
wlll ^r
precedent of unpredictability,
b
possrbikt,' <^Prbllrariness and capriciousin such moral impegm ag tQ determine when
rperson should die?
being a man
ag

partake

P

loving

J

GSS.
ness.
It is fundamentally unfair

See DEADLY page 8
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Up in J moke: Cheecb u convieted
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_
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^icn^eo-rplafpH
Laws,
estimates
that, nationgruesome, disease-related
wide, someone is arrested for deaths a year, to say noth
Perspectives Co-Editor
a pot-related infraction every ing of the additional thou
45 seconds. More marijuana sands of people who are
Marijuana is a harmful
maimed or killed by the
and illegal drug, and if you users—over 700,000 a year— accidents, random violence
don't use it, you don't have are arrested than the total and domestic abuse fueled
number oflpeople arrested
to worry about it."
for
serious violent crimes by alcohol.
-Ronald Rea
A prestigious European
such as murder, robbery,
gan
medical
journal, The Lancet,
If you happen to agree rape and other assault.
has
stated
that "It would
Like Chong, these people
with the above quote by
be
reasonable
to judge can
Reagan, well, this article is arrested for marijuana of nabis [marijuana] as less of
not for you. You should fenses often lose their jobs; a threat...than alcohol or
probably put this paper unlike Chong, most are not tobacco." However, the al
down and go do something blessed with celebrity status cohol and tobacco lobbies
that you would enjoy more, that ensures their employ are so firmly entrenched
like writing a letter of con ment after serving jail terms.
Considering that the eve in Washington that it is
gratulations to the intrepid
ning
news programs can't assured neither of these
politicians who keep dan
run
one
single episode with- vastly more harmful subgerous criminals like actor
out
making
mention of some stances will ever be made
Tommy Chong off of the
lurid
violent
street crime, illegal.
street (wealthy, connected
The
problem
with
it's
obvious
that
the level of
maniacs like Bin Laden are
presenting
marijuana
violence
in
our
society
has
still running loose in the
world, but thank god they no correlation to how many as dangerous is that if
got Chong). If you believe dozens of pot-smokers are some young lad should
that it is the duty of citizens locked away everyday. try smoking a joint and
to obey all laws unquestion- Stereotypical potheads are not experience god-awful
ingly, my words will be lost (infamous for their passivity, suffering as the TV ads
on you. If, however, you as opposed to some users would have him believe,
happen to have a mind of of harsh chemical drugs he would start questioning
(such as PCP) that have been the validity of other inforyour own, please read on.
As was mentioned on a known to induce violent be m»HBresented to him
by the media.
recent Padfican front page, havior.
No
pot
smoker
is
out
runOf course, once young
Tommy Chong, the ac
ning
wild
on
the
streets
trykids
start questioning what
tor who made up half of
ing
to
cause
trouble
for
other
th
n TV, the word of
the space-cadet pothead
jbeople;
on
tfaflHHrary,
aftJHpy
other
'authority' figure
comedy team "Cheech and
a
few
bong-hits
all
a
'stoner'
is
soon
suspect.
This, of
Chong," was convicted in
wants
to
do
is
tear
through
course,
is
an
anathema
to
September of selling pottwo
cans
of
Pringles
and
a
those
who
like
the
status
smoking
paraphernalia
on the Web and sentenced bag of Oreos while watching quo exactly the way it
is now, thank you very
to nine months in prison. television (perhaps
Show").
much.
At his sentencing, Chong
People like Reag.
The NORML Web site esdescribed himself as a "for
haci
so
many
i
of
timates
that approximately
mer marijuana abuser" v\ ho
iory
failure
during
his
20
million
American adults
kicked the habit in part b\
administration
that
one
had
smoked
marijuana last
learning how to salsa-dance
wonders
if
he
wasn't
secretly
year.
ve up the drugs but
a country where it is
his sense of hu- smoking dope) insist that
He was subsequently marijuana is dangerous and often hard to get 20 ranfired® from his recurring should be strictly regulated dom strangers to agree on
any one isstjMHKe mil
role as a terminally stoned by the government.
The proven medicinal ben lions of citizens who work,
photo-shop owner on the
TV sitcom, "That 70s Show." efits of marijuana for people raise families and admit
fatal wasting
Tommy Chong has
ionally smoking a
|all but ignored
minimum-security
are potentially a huge
prison in Bakersfield, Calif, I canjaHHHHH laling political majority.
any
since early this month.
Every single person
Every single day, across rial is
helps, and is appreci
the country dozens of pro
ated—there is strength in
ductive and otherwise law- truly
numbers, and change does
awiuillg UlUClia
abiding
citizens wc
are Oiicaieu
arrested fiOn to protl
not come without a com
for the questionable offense harmful sub:
mitment.
1 second
of smoking or possessing think for
marijuana. NORML, the cigarettes
; would
National Organization for be legal? Ni
the Reform of Marijuana al°ne cau:

By Shane Cipris
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DEADLY from page 7
to give a harsher sentence
to a lesser crime, especially
when one's life is on the
line. The American Bar As
sociation has spoken out
against the lack of internal
consistency and the "maze of
unfair practices."
The issue of race is glaring
and unnerving. Since the
death penalty has returned
to California, no one has
been executed for killing a
black person.
Eighty-two
percent of executions were
for the murderers of white
people, while victims were
equal in number. That sets
the standard that a white life
is more valuable than any
other type. I do not think
that that is a message you
would care to send.
Death row is 42.8 percent
black, while blacks represent
around 12 percent of the pop
ulation. Judges and lawyers
are disproportionately white,
as well. The USGAO re
ported "a pattern of evidence
indicating racial disparities
in charging, sentencing, and
imposing the death penalty."
One fourth of all black peo
ple on death row were tried
in front of an all white jury.
If you want abortion rights,
because you want equality,
surely you cannot turn your
back on such racial inequal
ity and unfairness.
Staying with the theme of
inequality and unfairness,
the death penalty is not
equally applied across class
lines. The United Nations
has investigated the death
penalty in the United States
and concluded that it is eco
nomically prejudiced here.
The biggest reason why is
that the poor cannot afford
proper defense. Most good
lawyers can put enough
doubt in everyone's mind so
that they will feel uncomfort
able sentencing a person to
death.
But good lawyers are ex
pensive. 180 cases on death
row have no legal representa
tion. 90 percent of those fac
ing the death penalty cannot
afford their own attorney.
Fewer than two percent
of the death row population
were represented by retained
council at trial. For every
execution, seven convictions

are overturned. Inuc^
council is the primary
In the end, there are ^
things on which hot; ^
can agree. Four count
commit 80 percent of
world's executions- Qi
Iran, Democratic
of the Congo and the Uxt
States. Hmm, no one p,
ably feels all that cornf
able having these oi
nations as the company
keep. One-hundred hv(
countries have abolished
death penalty, including
of Europe and nearly* e\
democracy in the
And to think, you were v
ried about fundamental
abroad.
The death penalty is gt
because taxpayers she
not have to pay to k
someone in prison for
when it is cheaper to e>et
them. That is one good a:
ment. Well, it is a gocc
at an argument, since :
wrong. The Sacramer.:
has determined that S9t:
lion will be saved annu a_
the death penalty was eu
nated. A New York stuc
timated the cost of an e
tion as three times the c cs
life in prison.
Well, the cost is so hi
because the appeals pro;
is so long. How about
shorten it? That way we:
kill innocent people. G.
idea. The Governor or 1
nois cleared death row a"
13 men had been wrcrt
convicted to, and prope
freed from, death row. St
1973, 102 people in 25 sta
have been freed from dei
row with evidence of th
innocence.
The simple fact that
might kill innocent ir e
alone, should be enougr
oppose the death pert.
Imagine yourself in that pet
tion, and I ask you to cons,
er the nature of justice. Wr
do something irreversir
when an equally effect
alternative is on the table"
Because it is a deterier
Wrong again.
ScientiO
studies have shown that h
death penalty is no more of i
deterrent than life in prise
without parole.
The homidde rate in stats
with the death penalty is ®

See PENALTY page 9
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I Alexandra Wagner
Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

'Real World'deterioration

to the slippery slope fallacy
where allowing things like
iage other than those from gay marriage would be
eligion?
tantamount to endorsing il
Considering the variety of legal drug use, promiscuity,
lifferent religions practiced child molestation, etc. Seen
n the world today and the in these terms, the irrational
nultitude of different inter- nature of those who oppose
>retations and opinions on gay marriage becomes ap
eligion, the answer needs to parent.
:ome from a more objective
It is sad to see the closed
roice. Also, as usually seen minds of people out there
n goals achieved against all who are bothered by gay
)dds, gay people might even marriage and feel as if let
herish marriage and chil- ting homosexuals get mar
iren even more than hetero ried somehow devalues the
sexuals because they won't sanctity of their own mar
?e taking it for granted.
riage. Aside from being log
The recent debates on ho ically unsound, it is patron
mosexual marriage demon izing, elitist, and disgusting
strate how far our society has for heterosexual people who
:o go in terms of accepting feel they inherently have the
ill types of love. Love is not sole claim to marriage be
ibout gender or sex or clas cause of they way they were
sification. It's about people, born. Why it would bother
he human condition, and heterosexuals that much to
lat which removes us from let two human beings af
easts. I hope for the day firm their commitment to
rhen we don't see people as
each publicly and legally is a
sategories, but as what they question I have not found a
ire: human beings.
satisfactory answer to. As a
Ted Dickason, a current human being, every person
:andidate for the Modesto should have the freedom
!ity Schools Board said, to love who they want, and
"Homosexuality is a danger- they should have the right
ius and unhealthy lifestyle. to marry. Anything less is
do not believe that there to degrade the quality of the
should be recognized school human experience and of
irganizations which pro- life. To be human is to know
note and encourage danger- love and marriage should be
>us sexual practices whether for anyone who is in love.
t be smoking, drug use, or
*Quotes were taken from
angerous sexual practices." nytimes.com, uk.gay.com,
hose who oppose gay mar- indystar.com,
and
iage very often fall victim libertyaction.com.
MARRIAGE from page 6
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to 101 percent higher than in
states without it. FBI data
shows that 10 of the 12 states
without the death penalty
have homicide rates below
the national average.
If you oppose abortion
rights, because you value life,
yet are willing to take the life
of a man who has committed
a crime, you are a hypocrite.
The sanctity of one's life can
not be forfeited.
If you support abortion
rights, because you value
equality and/or despise
moral imperialism, yet you
support a death penalty
system that is racially and
economically biased, along
with random and unfair in
its application, you are a
hypocrite.
If you simply consider that
it is not better economically
to eliminate the death pen
alty, who else uses the death
penalty with the frequency
we do, that it is not a deter
rent and that there is a viable
alternative, and you still sup
port the death penalty, you
are not a hypocrite, but you
certainly are not very good
at processing information,
either.
The death penalty is a
blemish on the face of our
society that must be removed
now and forever.

t

possible that America is as
shallow as, the characters on
MTV's shows.
Still, MTV should not be
let off the hook. As a net
work that attracts adolescent
viewers, it has an obligation
to society, to reinforce posi
tive value formation. Shows
like "Sorority Life," and
"Spring Break: Cancun,"
reinforce the vision that the
first few years of college
are all about parties and
hookups and are just like
high school, except without |
parents.
The depleted value of
MTV's shows are the most |
damaging to adolescent
girls as they determine what
it means to be a successful
woman. The network used j
to hype up concerts-like |
Ijuvenile stunts.
Lilith
Fair, which promoted
The show for which MTV
strong
women, but now
is most notorious, "The Real
it
seems
its definition of a]
World," bears the most obvi
successful
woman is one
ous degradation of the net
who
has
a
body
like Britney
work's values. What used
Spears
and
knows
how to
[to be a show that featured
throw
a
successful
fashion |
adults in their mid-to-late
show.
|
20s as they faced real chal
The
most
despicable
lenges and new experiences,
has now become a "cyclic example of the demeaning
jihree-month on-air party image that MTV sends to
for teenagers to mingle in young women can be seen •
hot tubs and obsess about on its dating shows in which
the present," as Washington multiple women compete on 1
Monthly Editor, Benjamin a blind date with one man
[Wallace-Wells wrote in an in order to win a second
article for the magazines date. Instead of relying on
their strong personalities or ]
|Oct. 2003 issue.
Perhaps it's not MTV's common interests to appeal
message that has deterio to the bachelor, the women
rated, however, maybe the resort to petty critiques of |
channel does provide an their competitors' hair or
accurate reflection of the make-up.
America did not become
[growing trends in Ameri
a
great nation by glorify- ^
can culture. In a society in
ing
superficial values. As .
.which voter participation
viewers,
we should demand j
'is below 50 percent and
shows
that
reinforce mean
shows like "American Idol"
tract more viewers that ingful values.
ie President's State of the
fnion Address, it is quite

The Music Television net
work is an embarrassment
[to American culture. Since
its debut in the early 1980s
as a channel designated for
capturing new trends and
ideas as they infected the;
[country, it has deteriorated
into an outlet for adoles•ents to fantasize about
iarties, hookups, and rock
stars.
MTV used to promote
.meaningful cultural de
velopments through cam
paigns such as 1992's "Rock
the Vote," and by airing
public service messages
vear a Condom."
|Now, MTV fills its airtime
Jws like "Jackass"
ibs," which glorify
[ism and gruesome
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In case you haven't checked your course catalogue lately,
drinking is an elective. It's your choice. And it you're into good
choices, how about these: If you're under twenty-one, it's illegal to
drink — respect the law. If you're over twenty-one and choose to drink,
please drink responsibly. That'll get you through with honors.
WE ALL MAKE A DIFFERENCE®
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heatre debut ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
is successful
By Tara Cuslidae

Staff Writer

Managing Editor

The times of composer Kurt Weill have come
alive in "Berlin to Broadway," the Department of
Dr. Keith O. Hilton
Theater Art's first production of the school year.
Co-News Editors
The 75-minute musical astounded audiences with
Elizabeth Carranza & Jemilyn Ancheta
not only the suburb sounds of Weill's many works,
"o-Perspectives Editors
but also a talented group of nine performers.
Alexandra Wagner & Shane Cipris
Beginning with the lights dimmed low and the
Lifestyles Editor
sounds
of a train coming into the appropriately
Georgette Rodarakis
arranged stage decorations, the songs showcase a
Sports Editor
grim time period in world history. When the lights
Vacant
come up, the talented vocalists, Sarah Barnes, Jesse
Photo Editor
Barrett, Jody Bell, Jenn Camp, Caleb Draper, Mary
Kristen Hess
Production Manager
Eilers, Zackary Koval, Heather Lease and Martin
'oe Cordova
Lehman, sang tunes of days gone by in a most dra
Cartoonist
matic way.
Martin Crownover
From the opening lyrics of "How to Survive," it
"opy Editor
was obvious that the singers didn't need any frills
olden Vansant
to get the message across.
Business Staff
The seamless progression from song to song,
usiness Manager
accompanied by well-choreographed stage move
Kristin Stern
ment allowed the viewer to understand the emo
Assistant Business Manager
tional appeals-positive and negative-each time the
Hidajet Fific
music began.
Distribution Team
Brandon Gottier and Gene Sefanov
The opening scene called "The Three Penny Op
[Advertising Manager
era," was especially highlighted by Draper's per
Teri Moore
formance of "Mack the Knife," a somewhat familiar
Ad Representative
tune for music lovers. Even if the words didn't ring
Lisa Bixler
familiar, the younger members of the audience
How to Advertise
seemed to get into die spirit of things.
•Display-We accept national and local
The 32-song set was separated into segments of
display advertising. For more informa
as
little as one song to as many as seven in the first
tion, contact our advertising staff at (209)
and
second scenes. Era-style dressing was one of
946-2114.
the
many
highlights, but the play and message was
•Classified-Classified advertising can be
purchased $1 per line for Pacific staff and conveyed through the outstanding vocals of the
students, $2 per line for all others. Please members in the theater company.
I
call (209) 946-2115.
Barnes' performance of "Surabaya Johnny" was
rocked with emotion from the beginning. Her an
How to Subrscribe
ger was reinforced throughout the song in fervent
•A one year subscription to The Pacifican
outbursts. When she sang, "Why did you treat me
costs $32 ($17 per semester).
so bad Johnny," the audience could easily feel the
heartache.
Send check or money order to:
The convincing body movement and passion in
The Pacifican 3601 Pacific Ave.,
this
performance were made concrete by Barnes'
Stockton, CA 95211 attn: Subscriptions.
soulful singing and poise.
How to Contact Us
"Berlin to Broadway" may have showcased Wei
The Pacifican is located in the courtyard of ll's music, but the songs were brought to life by the
South/West Hall.
talented vocalists. The music accompaniment by
Paul Staroba also was a positive aspect of the play.
. Main Phone: (209) 946-2115
With a mixture of more upbeat tunes, such as
Fax: (209) 946-2195
"Pirate Jenny," which was performed by Eilers,
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
and slower meaningful tunes, such as "I Wait for a
News: (209) 946-2062
Ship," which was performed by Bell; the music only
pacificannews@uop.edu
got better as the night continued. Without a break
Perspectives: (209) 946-2253
during the performance, it was easy to follow the
pacificanperspectives@uop.edu
music and become involved in understanding the
Lifestyles: (209) 946-2255
pacificanlifestyles@uop.edu
message behind it.
Sports: (209) 946-2193
One notable company performance came towards
Alexandra Wagner
Faculty Advisor

pacificansports@uop.edu
Mail: 3601 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95211

See BERLIN page 12

Photograph by Kristen Hess

ALCOHOL: "I feel woozy," said a Pacific freshman who tried to
walk the line, while wearing beer goggles.

Vampires are 6ac

jLiving (Dead
in Film
and Fiction

(kt credit
with a
WEEKEND
COURSE!

Saturday, November 8** (9am-5:30pm)
Sunday, November 9'" (9am-5pm)
Education Building #ZOS; Course fee: S1*5
To register, contact CPCE at 948-2424 or
(advance preferred, but you can register on

Contact Or- Amy V.
HZ or .

e
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Houston releases album
Solo debut io not worth a oecond lioten

By Georgette Rodarakis
Lifestlyes Editor

Marques Houston's solo
debuting, self-titled CD was
released this past Tuesday.
Generally speaking, this
CD is a mediocre piece of
work.
Houston who was for
merly part of the early 90s
boy group Immature (later
known as IMX), and then
played the role of Roger on
the television sitcom "Sister,
Sister," made an attempt to
return to the music industry.
Houston has a less than
soothing voice that doesn't
flow well with his tracks;
which are all slower, cheesy
love songs. He makes nu
merous appeals to the ladies
through songs like "Cancel"
and "Can I Call You?"
Tracks two, "That Girl"
and three, "Clubbin," that
have already been released,
are by no surprise, the best
songs that you'll find on the
CD.
Track three, "Pop that
Booty" sounds like a bad imi
tation of R. Kelly, and makes
some unoriginal remarks
about the gorgeous, Beyonce
Knowles. Although, I must
say I was up dancing to this
catchy beat.
After track four, you won't

Products or
opportunities,
You control your destiny
Megan 209.932.7476
or 831.588.0350
www.youravon.com/cathykane

831.345.2924
independent AVON sales repre
sentatives
MARQUES HOUSTON: Former member of Immature (IMX),
attempts to fly solo with his self-titled album.

find anything that jumps at
you; until the bonus remix
tracks of "That Girl" and
"Clubbin'."
R. Kelly only produced
"Clubbin'," which explains
why this track sounds much
different than the rest of the
CD.
One of his few collabora
tion tracks, "Actin' up," with
Lil Fizz of B2K, has the po
tential to be a hit, but Hous
ton screams the song and
hits several notes making an
annoying high pitched noise,
rather than music.
Marques is something
like Jordan or Joey from

New Kids on the Block;
they should have probably
stopped while they were
ahead. Their voices weren't
that bad when they were
drowned out by other mem
bers.
I give Marques a humble
pat on the back for the effort
but this CD is by no means
something you should pay
15 bucks for. But if you like
cliche-filled love songs with
simple lyrics then maybe
you should invest in Hous
ton's self-titled album.
FINAL THOUGHT:
Who released this CD
from the bat cave?

HOLIDAY CINEMAS 8
6262 WEST LANE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 955-5680
FRI-THURS: (10/24-10/30)
SCARY MOVIE 3- PG-13 **NO
PASSES**
SHOWING ON TWO SCREENS
FRI-SUN: (11:00,12:00,1:10,2:25, 3:25,
4:45, 5:45) 7:25, 8:00,9:35,10:10
MON-THURS: (1:10,2:25, 3:25,4:45,5:
45)7:25, 8:00,9:35, 10:10
RADIO- PG13 ** NO PASSES**
FRI-SUN: (10:50, 1:30,4:15) 7:10,9:55
MON-THURS: (1:30, 4:15) 7:10,9:55
1 THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRER **NO PASSES**
FRI-SUN: (11:45,2:15,4:50) 7:35,10:15
MON-THURS: (2:15,4:50)7:35,10:15
RUNAWAY JURY- PG13 **NO
PASSES**
FRI-SUN: (12:30,3:40) 7:05,9:50
MON-THURS: (3:40) 7:05,9:50
MYSTIC RIVER- R **NO PASSES**
FRI-SUN: (12:15,3:30)7:00,10:00
MON-THURS: (3:30) 7:00,10:00
KILL BILL VOL. 1-R
FRI-SUN: (11:25,2:00,4:35) 7:20,9:45
MON-THURS: (2:00,4:35) 7:20,9:45
SCHOOL OF ROCK- PG13
FRI-SUN: (11:10,1:45,4:20) 7:15,9:40
MON-THURS: (1:45,4:20) 7:15,9:40
^
~
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photograph by Georgette Rodarakis
CANS: Place your questions in
the marked cans and have them
answered by Roxy.

Are you looking for advice but don't know who to turn to? Do
you nave questions that need to be asked, but you are afraid of
asking them? 'Do you find yourself too embarrassed to ask even
yourdfosest friends for their opinion on certain issues of your
fife? if you can refute to any of these situations, write to me
a t Doxy's Devefations.Just fll out your question on a piece of
payer (no name required) and drop it off in one of the "Doxy s
Devefations" cans located around campus. These cans will be
introduced to Tacifc students this week, so keep a book out for
them. 1 look'forward to hearingfrom you.
-'R.OXXf

I'kkllVU.CIM-lMAs

^

6436 PACIFIC AVE, STOCKTON, CA
1209) 951-2163
FRI-THURS (10/17-10/23)

SNEAK PREVIEW ON SATURDAY 10/18/2003
RADIO- PG *NO PASSES*
SAT: 7:00 P.M.
GOOD BOY- PG *NO PASSES*
FRI-SAT: (11:30, 1:50,4:15)7:00,9:15
SUN: (11:30, 1:50,4:15)7:00
MON-THURS: (2:30,4:55) 7:25
HOUSE OF THE DEAD- R *NO
PASSES*
FRI-SAT: (2:10.4:25) 7:30,9:50
SUN: (2:10,4:25)7:30
MON-THURS: (5:00) 7:35
LOST IN TRANSLATION- R
FRI-SUN: (11:45)
MON-THURS: (2:45)
THE FIGHTING TEMPTATIONS- PG13
FRI-SUN: (11:00)
MON-THURS: (2:00)
UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN- PG13
FRI-SAT: (11:10, 1:55,4:35)7:15,9:55
SUN: (11:10, 1:55,4:35)7:15
MON-THURS: (2:20, 5:10) 7:45
UNDERWORLD- R
FRI:( 1:45,4:30) 7:25, 10:10
SAT: (1:45,4:30) 10:10
L
SUN: (1:45,4:30) 7:25
^
MON-THURS' f4:4517:30
^

BERLIN from F

!

the end of the e\ e r~
ing the "street sere r" a lyrical number ton Hughes callexd
Awful, the Heatchanging ward r —•t
group automatical- joverwhelmed as
aback by a sudder"
heat despite the
" "
October tempera ire
side.
The climax of "
came with "Lost in t— with lyrics by Tvla>
derson, as the casr -rr
behind a faux barbx-. marked with "Beriir
top. The still quietne 5
theater created a s*: — eerie vibe of emot derstanding.
"Berlin to BroadT :
display of Weill's v. - r captures the emoti - thoughts of Germ a
Jews coming to terrr
the past after World •
The symbolic rep re
tion of the train star
the actions that de singing characters rr
lives, leading to wrr
program calls an "iner
crash," is well perforr
An amazing cast arr
whose performanceoutstanding and notev
convey the emotiorr
pletely. "Berlin to Brer
is definitely a succe-great opening for F. "
theater department.
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R ing Pacific for 95 Years

jas "scary" lost its"edge? Massacre is a
lexas Chainsaw Massacre not anticipated\ decent remake
|Toro Cuslidqe

killing is done off screen.
This is going to piss off all
the people who love that
In 1974 the pinnacle of
movies came out in
I hate remakes. With the full onscreen gore—the kind
"form of a low-budget,
exception of John Carpen where you can tell how old
lege
student-funded
ter's The Thing, and perhaps someone is by counting the
The Texas Chainsaw
even David Cronenberg's The rings on their freshly decapi
mere made the masses
Fly, rarely do remakes hold tated neck (yes, I know those
:am for more horror and
a candle up to their superior are only on trees... shut up).
With the lack of gore aside,
ire.
originals.
(With Blair Witch Project
Being that I am a horror I promise that there will be
le close-ups, a comaficionado, I was horrified some scenes that will scare
itely independent cast
when I heard that they were you and make you feel a
the creative talent of
remaking Texas Chainsaw bit uneasy. I would have
iversity of Texas film
Massacre, a horror classic. I found this movie much more
;w, the movie became a
was more horrified when I frightening if I were not
laway hit scaring our
found out that it was going desensitized from a lifelong
:nts and their parents
to be directed by Marcus love of horror movies.
Even though I predicted
ike. The goose bump
Nispel. First off, who the hell
most
of the little twists and
jsing violence was just
is Marcus Nispel? After some
turns
up until the very end,
lough to push the horror
iourtesy <
researching, I wondered why
there
is
still some suspense
ivelope.
anyone would let NispelCHAINSAW: This is a picture of the actual chainsaw confiscated
left
in
the
film. There were
|Last week, the modern- during the investigation of the muderous rampage by "Leatherface." whose only directing creden
even
a
few
"jump scenes" (a
ly remake of The Texas
tials were Faith No More and a
typical
modern
day horror
insaw Massacre was rea trip to Mexico-according to Janet Jackson music video- be
trick
where
music
crescenthat
the
Texas
Chainsaw
d. Just how much this
the Internet Movie Database. in charge of Tobe Hooper's
dos
and
then
someone
jumps
thriller lives up to the Massacre might be too com
The group is driving horror classic? I mean hon
out)
that
actually
managed
scenic Texas
lend of the first movie is mercialized to appeal to the ^ n
estly, would you let Carrot
to scare me, and the sound
same
type
of
crowd
the
ongiJ
lan(J
ape
when
they pick up
to be determined, but
Top direct a remake of The
of Leatherface's chainsaw is
ime Pacific students have nal did.
... „
a hitchhiker whose presence
Godfather?
enough to terrify most.
Even though junior Rosa ^ Qn bg describe as men.
iticipated the release,
The Texas Chainsaw Massa
When going into see this
ske tells them "they're
Ihile some just aren't in Reyes doesnt watch many
cre starts off with five horny,
movie,
most people will
horror films, she is aware o ^ dead," provoking the attractive,
pot
smoking
vested.
probably
have never seen
tak/the distraught
"It's interesting," said ju- the common problem con- ^
I teenagers on their way to a
the
original,
and they will
^ a ^ town A Skynyrd concert. This alone
or Brian Terayama about cerrnng any movie that has
probably
enjoy
this movie
e newest remake. "It's been previously released ^heriff then uses the helpful should tell you that they are
much
more
because
of it. I
rrt of our culture. I want Remakes arent immune to ^ ag bgit to capture the going to die horrible, painful
mean,
for
any
of
you
that
i see it actually, it looks criticism; at times the seques chaingaw wieiding maniac deaths.
saw
Carpenter's
The
Thing,
are just as bad.
therface »
Along the way however,
:ary enough."
"Anytime
they
make
a
re^ jn general ter. they pick up a distraught there is a good chance that
Rey<s
But today's horror movmake, h jsn t as good as t e ^ films have become too hitchhiker who blows her you never saw the 1951 ver
sO usually
U3U£Uljf don't
uwil l live
lire up to
sion, so you have nothing to
he expectations set by their original, Reyes sai .
predictable. There's nothing self away soon after stating
redecessors. This one, foldifferences J
to maintain tension, or really that they are "driving the compare it to.
Texas Chainsaw Massacre
wing in the newest tradiW^enpeopte anymore, she wrong way." To dispose of however has many flaws
on of fright flicks, has big
the body, they are forced to
added.
when compared to the origi
ames attached and lots of entertainment publications
"You already know what's find the town sheriff, played nal. Why was the family of
and the national press.
Loney at stake.
going to happen," Reyes by R. Lee Ermey of Full Metal
According to popular en said. "It's only the old classic Jacket fame. Soon they end up inbreds so big? Did they
Unlike the previous verfeel that they needed more
on, the 2003 follow-up tertainment Web site Zap2It, scary movies that scare me." in a very creepy house full of
underdeveloped characters?
latures well known Hol- the original movie begins as
Junior Jessica Martinez inbred cannibals being ter Why did she run into the
wood star, Jessica Biel- a "beautifully photographed agrees, adding that a lack rorized by none other than
and genuinely
genuinely aisturDing
disturbing" ^ SUSpense has also caused the chainsaw wielding Leath meat factory? More impor
known for her recur- and
mg role in the television portrayal of a group ofsibjess scary movies erface. Not too heavy on plot, tantly, where was that hitch
itcom, "7th Heaven,"and lings out to reclaim their in the past couple years. She but then again most horror hiker hiding that gun??
*Sigh* When will Hol
directed by Michael Bay, grandfather s ritually des- can't even remember the last movies tend to be that way.
lywood ever learn, if it ain't
rhose film Armageddon ecrated grave.
Something that is surpris
time she went to see a horror
•atured well-known actor,
The new movie takes on a flick, and won't be seeing the ingly kept intact from the broke don't fix it. Still worth
en Affleck
varied slant, making some of Texas Chainsaw Massacre any original is that there isn t a watch if you want some
good scares.
Terayama, who has seen the five travelers romantical- time soon.
much gore at all. Granted,
My Grade: C
reviews for the movie, ly involved with one another,
"I think that scary movies there are a few dismember
aid sexy star Biel was what Instead of fixing grandpa s that come out now are not ments and some gruesome
rst caught his attention.
grave, the 2003 version has as scary as before," Martinez torture scenes, most of the
There is worry though, the young adults set out on
said.
iff Writer

By Mikev Vu
Movie Critic

www.thep <cjj

(left) HUDDLE: The Men's B a s k
gathers together after their sen

e *

(below) CHECK-IN: The girls of
looking stylin' in their matching

(above) FAN: One excited
attendee shows his ethusiasm for the upcoming
opening of Pacific's
basketball season.
(left) CASA: The girls of Kappa Alpha
ongoing tournament play.

Photographs by Georgette Rodarakis
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BUST A MOVE: After the events of Midnight Mania, one attendee
*, still had enough energy to show off his mad break dancing skills.
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"The Man
Without a Past"
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Pacific Sport Briefs
The Pacifican

Golf
Pacific men's golf team fin
ished in 15th place at the Alister Mackenzie Invitational
in Fairfax, Calif.
The Tigers finished the
tournament with a threeround total of 881 and a par
of 852. Senior Troy McKinley
led the tigers with a 219.
Next week, the golf team
will swing by Long Beach
for the 49ers Collegiate Invi
tational.

UC Irvine League Tourna
ment.
Water Polo
No. 5 UCLA sunk Pa
cific last weekend, 12-4, and
moved to 10-4 on the season
and 2-0 in conference play.
With the loss, Pacific fell to
5-11 on the season and 0-3 in
the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation.
This weekend, the Tigers
will face Long Beach State
Sat. at 12 p.m. and UC Irvine
Sun. at 12 p.m. at home.

Swimming
The women's swim team
score a total of 1,164.50 points
taking first place in the Pacif
ic Invitational last weekend,
while die men's team scored
a total of 773 points to finish
second in Division I.
Senior Shannon Catalano
received top overall honors
with the most points scored
in the meet with 72 points
for the women's swim team.
Freshman Kenny Yamamoto
received eighth place with
a total of 55 points for the
men's swim team.
Both teams will splash

Field Hockey
The Pacific Tigers field
hockey team defeated their
Alumnae 5-2 last weekend.
The Tigers will battle Cal
Poly in an exhibition match
at 1 p.m. on Sun., Oct. 26.

——

Pacific toppled by So-C

Women's Soccer
The Tigers won their third
conference victory last week
end against UC Riverside in
a 3-0 shut out. The triumph Ry Mercy Au-Yeunq
improved the Tigers to 4-9-2 S t a f f W r i t e r
and 3-2-1 on the season.
The Tigers play again
It shows my
tomorrow at 7 p.m. against
UC Santa Barbara in the first team and myself
game of a three-game homeshow we match

Pacific

Photograph by Athletic Department

WITH HONORS: Senior Troy McKinley earned individual honors
for the Tigers

around in the Big West Shootout beginning on Oct. 31.
Men's Soccer
The men's soccer team
is kicking more than balls
around; they are kicking
themselves. On Friday, they
tied with San Jose Christian,
1-1 and on Saturday, lost to
UC Berkley, 6-0.
The next time these boys
will be kicking boys around
will be this weekend at the

pfcStograp

HIGH SCORE: Senior Shannon Catalano was the to^point earner for Pacific's Invitation

tand to tend Big West regular
season play.
Volleyball
Pacific s women s volley
ball team fell to 10-7 overall
and 5-4 in the Big West Conference with a 30-24, 30-22,
2931, 30-27 loss at Cal State
Northridge last weekend.
Senior Jennifer Jomes and
sophomore Ashley Groothuis pounded^ 15 kills apiece
to lead Pacific s attack,
The Tigers will play again

men

'a

water poloouffero

end
By
first
of
p e r i o d ,
Pacific was
down, 6-0.
Going into
the fourth
period, the
up against the Waves net
top teams in the ted
more
nation, despite and
ahead
our losses.
-Senior Chris With
remaining in
Lancellotti
the fourth,
senior Eddie
Wisniewski
scored
his
first goal and
Pacific men's water polo would add
had a tough time on the one more to
that a min
road this weekend.
TOO TOUGH TO HANDLE: No.
The match up with the ute later.
By the end dine was too much for the Pacific m«
third and fifth ranked teams
team last weekend.
from Southern Calif., Pep- of the game,
the day and se
perdine and UCLA, left Pepperdine had won, 16-2.
with
Sunday's game versus Akerman
the No. 16 Tigers with two
^
^
^
Wisniewski
currer:
i
r
iiu
UCLA
had
the
same
result.
losses.
Brett Ormsby from UCLA goals for the seasor
When asked on how he
scored
a game high of six in his career,
felt about playing these top
The Tigers retu
goals
as
the Bruins defeated
ranked teams, senior Chris
for
their next two
Lancellotti responded, "It the Tigers, 12-4.
as
Pacific
hosts Lo:
The
Tigers
are
now
5-11
shows my team and myself
State
on
Saturdav
on
the
season
and
0-3
in
the
how we match up against
the top teams in the nation, Mountain Pacific Sports Fed at 12 p.m. and L'C i
Sunday, Oct. 26th 3:
despite our losses."
eration.
The goals from the Pacific
Pepperdine demonstrated
their superiority to Pacific team were that of Wisniewski
early on Saturday, Oct. 18. who finished with three for

erving Pacific for

ys Wars
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Field of Dreams

riTRSF. from page 20

By Krvstine Onabonqan
Staff Writer

OST THERE: Hideki Matsui hits a three-run homerun in game two of the 2003_Worldjeries1_

|8 and 2/3 innings winning
! game, 6-1. The left-handI picked up his thirteenth
|reer postseason win, tyhim for first with John
noltz for all-time playoff
game three, tied 1-1,
a 39-minute rain delay,
Yankees pulled ahead
a significant lead to
^ily win the game, 6-1.
erts now predict that
men in pinstripes will
i the World Series,
ae last team to win game
i after a 1-1 split and not
i was Baltimore in 1979.
is was the first rain desince 1993 when Toronto
Philadelphia competed
|the championship.

Postseason wins leaders
The career leaders in wins:

Pitcher

Wins

John Smoltz*
Andy Pettitte*
Tom Glavine
Greg Maddux*
Whrtey Ford
Dave Stewart
David Wells*
OrlandoHernandez*
Catfish Hunter
David Cone
Roger Clemens*
Orel Hershiser
Jim Palmer

13
13

12

11
10
10

10
9
9

8
8
8
8

* Active

TASTY TIDBIT: Seven of the pitchers on the list—Pettitte,
Ford, Hernandez, Hunter, Wells, Cone and Clemens—earned 54
of their combined 67 wins in Yankee pinstripes.
Table taken from MLB.com

TODAY

|Women's Vollvball vs.
UC Irvine at 7 p.m.
Men's Tennis at ITA
•5|', •" Regional^

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Women's Soccer vs.
UC Santa Barbara at ? p.m.

Men's Water Polo vs. Long
Beach State at 12 p.m.

Men's Tennis at ITA
Regionals

Hockey vs. UC Davis at 1
p.m.

Men's Vollyball at Dino Cup

Women's Vollvball vs. Long
Beach State at 7 p.m.

Women's Tennis at ITA
Regionals

Exhibition match-Field

Men's Tennis at TIA RegionWomen's Tennis at 11A
Regionals
Softball Alumni Game

Last weekend, the field
hockey team completed
their trip to St. Louis with
four wins. Those wins sig
naled the best record that
the Pacific field hockey
team has had since 1989
with seven wins and six
defeats.
"With only one game
left for conference play, we
can at the least be at 500,"
sophomore Dana Walsh
commented about their
record.
Surely, the Tigers are
excited about the outcome
of the last weekend; in
the 1989 season the Tigers
made their first and only
NCAA tournament ap
pearance.
Team captain Heather
Kottmeier attributed their
success to how they "pre
vailed over the physicality
of the games, came togeth
er mentally and became a
unit."
To get to where they are
now, the Tigers defeated a
tough Southwest Missouri
State team twice, Davidson
College once, and Saint
Louis University once.
The Tigers did not only
endure one overtime game
with an opponent in St.
Louis, but two and in both
instances Pacific prevailed
in stunning fashion.
Pacific took Davidson
College to a triple overtime

SUNDAY
Men's Water Polo vs. UC
irvince at 12 p.m.
Women's Soccer vs. Cal Poly
at 12 p.m.
Men's Tennis at ITA Region• Vf-x' 7' .
als " '"
Women's Tennis at ITA
Regionals

period, or otherwise known
as a round of shoot-out pen
alty strokes.
Pacific's Laura Maurer
started the Davidson game
off with a goal only 24
minutes into the game. The
Tigers defense then held off
the Davidson attack until
the opposition scored with
20 minutes left in regulation.
The Tigers and Davidson
went through two 7v7-overtime periods without a goal
and had to go to the round
of strokes.
Strokes are taken like pen
alty kicks in soccer; it is a one
on one match-up between a
field player and the goalie.
Certain players are chosen
and have one turn each.
The first players to stroke
in this game both missed,
then the responsibility fell
on Pacific's penalty-stroke
specialist, Alex Fiorina, to
put the Tigers one up and
she came through.
Davidson went on to miss
the next two strokes, while
Pacific's Vianney Campos
finished off the game by put
ting one in for the Tigers.
Pacific pounded the Billikens with 19 shots in the
game, while the Billikens
could only muster one shot
on goal for the entire game.
Pacific dominated the entire
game and two goals were
made by Kottmeier, one by
Amy Hollenbach, one by
Fiorina, and one by Cam
pos. The final score was 5-0,
Pacific.
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Cheering on intramural:
By Arash-Stott Behnam

Columnist

W

I

As the playoffs are now
in full swing and the inten
sity picks up, I have to ask,
have you seen any intra
mural games? Sure, it's not
like going to Pac Bell or the
Coliseum, but being a fan
of intramurals does have its
kicks.
For starters, the athletes
can be approached and will
sign as many autographs as
wanted; they even give their
numbers out. It is free to
watch intramural games and
beers are not seven dollars
per 16 ounces. In fact, it is all
you can drink as long as you
bring your own alcohol.
Finally, a fan can get close
and personal with intramu
ral athletes as they are actu
ally allowed to stand next to
the athletes while they watch
the game.
The general consensus

around Pacific is that there
is nothing to do. Well, here
is something to do: go and
cheer on an intramural team!
It has more story lines and
drama than "Days of our
Lives."
The Greeks have their own
intramural rivalries, and oth
er rivalries are quickly build
ing. One in particular that is
worth following is rivalry
between Pike and P$ The
Franchise, in flag football.
This competition has the
makings of an ESPN classic.
P$ believes last year's cham
pionship was stolen from
them by bad officiating.
Pike put Pacific on the
map with their play in the
regional in Arizona, and was
one game short of making it
into the National Champion
ships.
This year, P$ beat Pike to
take home the Tiger Bowl
while Pike spanked and
humbled P$ in the final
.1.1
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league game.
With Pike winning
earning the number
seed, they again seen t
the heavy favorites to v
all, but I wouldn't cour
P$ just yet. After all, Pf
lose to Pike without :
quarterback and best or
sive player.
There are a plethora c
valries out there. So, go
there and cheer on intra:
rals. It is free entertainr
and a place to be social.
It brings our coirr
nity closer and helps F:
students build bonds a
friendships. Intramurals
important and worth b
a part of, but if a tree f
and know one heard it i
make a sound?
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NFL: Vikings 8t Chiefs remain undefeated
ebr Alrareh
r Writer

Dallas at
Tampa BayThe Cowboys ride
into
Tampa somehow, with a
better record than the de
fending champs. They have
a two game lead in the NFC
st after an impressive 38) stomping of the hopeless
Detroit Lions. Bill Parcells
pas his team believing that
they can beat anyone in the
league; and this turnaround
has some people saying he
might be the greatest coach
of all time. I can't argue
that very much. The Bucs,
meanwhile, are a disappoint
ing 3-3 after a lackluster 24-7
toss at San Francisco. This is
probably the best matchup of
the week, with the Cowboys
having something to prove
and the Bucs trying to get
back above .500 at home. I
smell an upset. COWBOYS

Buffalo at
Kansas CityThe Chiefs escaped out
I of Oakland Monday night
[with a close 17-10 win.
[Once again, the Chiefs
were not that impressive in
I victory, but they do what
I counts most: Win.
They
I have the league's only 7-0
[record, and lead Denver by
|two games in the AFC West.
J Buffalo got a must-needed
[ win to up their record to 4-3,
and beat the Redskins 24-7.
Kansas City is tough to beat
at home, and with an unde
feated record, I'm going with
I the...CHIEFS.

Carolina at
New OrleansThe Panthers fell from the
ranks of the unbeaten, fall
ing to 5-1 after a 37-17 loss
to the Titans. The Panthers
had to resort to the pass after
they fell behind early, which
wasn't good for a team
whose main strength is the
run. But their defense is still
one of the best, and should
keep them in most games

this season. The Saints got
a huge game from QB Aaron
Brooks. He torched a weak
Atlanta defense for over 300
yards and 3 TD's. The Saints
seems to struggle against
teams with strong defenses,
but a weak Carolina offense
should keep it close. CARO
LINA

Tennessee at
JacksonvilleTitans QB Steve McNair is
making a strong run at the
MVP award, after turning in
another solid performance to
beat the Panthers 37-17. It
seems as though the Titans
will have to rely on the arm
and legs of McNair, since
their running attack has been
anemic. But so far that equa
tion has given them a 5-2
record, only a half game out
of first in the AFC South. The
Jaguars had a bye last week,
and won't be able to stop Air
McNair. TITANS.

some tough losses. Tommy
Maddox needs to return to
last year's form for that to
happen; and I think he will.
STEELERS

Houston at
IndianapolisThe Texans have found a
new running back in rookie
Dominick Davis. Davis had
200 total yards in the Texans
19-14 loss to the Jets. The Tex
ans are not a very good team,
but hey, Davis was great for
my fantasy team this week.
And QB David Carr is go
ing to be great someday. The
Colts are coming off the bye
week and should be getting
RB Edgerrin James back after
being out for three weeks for
a back injury. If he is healthy,
the Colts are a scary team.
COLTS.

Cleveland at
New EnglandThe Browns were beat
by the Bengals last week.
The Bengals. That is never
a good sign for a team try
ing to make the playoffs.
And please, your nickname
is the Browns, stop wearing

those god-awful orange uni
forms. The Patriots won in
OT last week with an 82 yard
strike from Tom Brad to Troy
Brown. The Patriots are not
as good as their 5-2 record,
but they should be able to
beat the Browns.PATRIOTS.

San Francisco
atArizona-

The 49ers went into a
must-win game last week
against the Bucs and ran all
over them, 24-7. They accu
NFL.com
The Giants picked a wrong mulated 200 yards rushing, TACKLED DOWN: 49ers finally break their losing streak. Too bad
time to fall to 2-4 on the sea which is phenomenal against we can't say the same for the Raiders.
son. After losing a yawner to the Tampa Bay defense. A
the Eagles 14-10, the Giants win this week can restore
get to face the undefeated their season and they can
6-0 Vikings. Kerry Collins still be in the playoff hunt.
has been playing terribly The Cardinals had a bye last
lately, only throwing one week, so at least they didn't
touchdown in the past three lose. If the 49ers lose this
ball into the back of the net
games. Randy Moss has one, stick a fork in them. By Mercv Au-Yeunq
four minutes later to give the
been unstoppable this year, 49ERS.
Staff Writer
Tigers
a 2-0 lead at intermis
and the same was true last
sion.
week. If you saw the lat
N.Y. Jets at
Freshmen players new to
The lead quickly became 3eral he made at the end of the
Philadelphiathe Women's Soccer team 0 after freshmen Carmen Pafirst half for a touchdown,
proved true to their talents
The Eagles squeaked out this weekend in the match dilla scored her seventh goal
you know what I'm talking
about. Unbelievable. VI a win against the Giants against UC Riverside, which of the season with only five
minutes left to play, leaving
last week, 17-10. What has Pacific won 3-0.
KINGS.
the game total 3-0 in favor of
become of QB Donavan
With another victory add
St. Louis at
McNabb? He has been un ed to their slate, the Tigers Pacific.
Freshmen goalie Laura
Pittsburghproductive all year, and isn't advance to a record of (4-9-2,
Guerin
had a stellar game
even a top 20 QB. The Jets 3-2-1) for the season.
with
nine
saves.
The Rams beat the Packers barely beat the Texans last
The third conference vic
Junior
Colby Valentine
last week 34-24 to improve week, and are not a good tory for the Tigers can largely
said,
"I
am
proud of the
to 4-2. Marc Bulger had a team without QB Chad Pen be attributed to the team's
freshmen.
They
took charge
strong game, and Torry Holt nington. Until he returns, amazing freshmen.
in
every
aspect
of
the game,
has made himself one of the they will be a bottom feeder
Pacific's first goal came
including
scoring."
best receivers in the game. team. The Eagles need to from freshmen Shannon
The Tigers hope to con
Unless Bulger is injured, I be win this game to stay in the Johns (Carmichael, CA) after
tinue
their success in the
lieve we have seen the last of NFC East race with Dallas. firing shot to goal 38 minutes
upcoming
home games,
Kurt Warner in a Rams uni EAGLES.
into play.
starting
off
with
UC Santa
form. The Steelers had a bye
Freshmen Kasey Nagel Barbara tomorrow at 7 p.m.
week, and are hungry to get
(Lynnwood, WA) headed tire
back in the win column after

N.Y. Giants at
Minnesota-

New teammates
dominate field

J
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Deftiny denied once a
Curtie of the 'Bambino' and Billy otill
iber Prochoska
r-m-Lhiet

)uld never again win
Series; and they have
3t.
Once again, destiny was
denied and both the Cubs
and Red Sox will have to

It's either medical break
throughs or hidden corks
in bats that are the reason
for the amazing offensive
production of star athletes
in the professional world of
sports today. Their image
and numbers are under
mined by assumptions of
the use of enhancers or ste
roids. Just this past week,
our beloved Barry Bonds
was subpoenaed to appear
before a federal grand jury
that is investigating a com
pany that prescribes nutri
tional supplements for elite
athletes. In today's era of
publicity raids, one would
think such high-profiled
athletes would be a little
bit more careful in the vita
mins they ingest.
The cause of this began
when an un-named coach
sent the U.S. Anti-Doping
Agency a syringe contain
ing a designer steroid called
tetrahydrogestrinone,
or THG, that the coach
said he got from BALCO
founder Victor Conte. But
in defense, the Burlingamebased BALCO (Bay Area
Laboratory Co-Operative)
argued the agency analyz
es blood and urine samples
from athletes, and then
prescribes supplements to
compensate for deficiencies
in vitamins and minerals.
Nevertheless, if it's just
about vitamins and miner
als, why are peak perform
ers such as Bonds, Jason
Giambi, Bill Romanowski,
and the U.S shot put cham
pion, Kevin Toth getting
roped into all of this?
While sad, these alle
gations are beginning to
tarnish the quality of sport
careers. Take for instance
Ken Caminiti, an all-star
third baseman for the
Houston Astros, who after
retirement announced nu

merous major lea,
players use steroi<
this to say about Mark
wire's standout year in 1998
when he broke the homerun
record, or Bonds' records
today? Undoubtedly, there
is a lot of skill that both these
athletes possess, but there is
also a pessimistic crowd that
follows such athletes trying
to prove that it is with the
help of such enhancers and
companies like BALCO, that
create such an uneven play
ing field.
In times like these, allstars in their respective sport
should stand up and volun
teer to be tested in order to
prove nay-sayers wrong. But
instead, you have athletes
like Sammy Sosa talk about
being tested, but then refuse
when push comes to shove.
What exactly are they hid
ing behind? Sosa could hit
400-ft. homeruns probably
with one arm, much less a
corked bat or steroids. Oh,
my mistake, it was a bat that
he uses for batting practice
that he accidentally picked
up, right? I understand that
athletes need to be at the
highest peak of performance
to achieve success, but that
shouldn't have to involve il
legal substances in order to
accomplish it. I remember
watching a Willie Mays in
terview when he was asked
what he did during the off
season to maintain he physi
cal prowess, he replied with,
"Nothing."
It was pure skill that en
abled players of that time
to demonstrate greatness,
not medical enhancements.
With what's going on in the
Kobe Bryant case, the sports
world doesn't need another
negative revelation to sur
face; it needs their athletes
doing what they do best on
the field rather than filling
headlines in newspapers.

the first run. _
was tied 1-1 ip1
ning, Pierre sir1
runs. That w a s
needed for the ^
win the game, 3—^

eration, Chicago and Boston
baseball fans are let down;
both teams have the same
thing to blame: the curse.
As myth has it, the Sox's
inability to win has been
World.Seri& *
caused by the sale of baseball
legend, Babe Ruth to the New
Championsh
i
j
p
York Yankees. Boston won
four of eight championships
Boston Red Sox Victories
when the great "Bambino"
1901-1918: Prior to the sale of Babe Rt* t'
wore a Sox jersey; however,
1903,1912,1915,1916 & 1918
as soon as they sold him for
$125,000 and a $300,000 loan
to the Yankees, they have
New York Yankee Victories
been incapable of winning a
1919-present: After the sale of Babe Rtt t
World Series.
1923,1927,1928,1932,1936,1937, 193S,
While the Sox have failed
1941, 1943, 1947, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1 9 5 _
to win a World Series since
1956,1958,1961,1962,1977,1978,1996, 1 9 1918—their last World Series
& 2000
with Ruth—the Cubs have
had to bear the curse of the
Billygoat. In 1945, a tavern head home for the 2003
Game two p r e
owner was refused autho World Series.
successful for ISTew"
rization to bring his goat
Andy P e t t i t t e e , w a h
Up to bat:
to the Wrigley Field for the
and struck out sex. - New York and Florida
World Series. The goat-lover
In game one, Juan Pierre
then declared aloud that the of the Florida Marlins scored
see CURSE p = .
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"Top Pizza in Los Angeles'
—Zagat, 2003

Open your mind to something
a little more interesting, from
one-of-a-kind pizzas and pastas to salads, appetizers and desserts.

WEBERSTOWN MALL
Main Entrance, Next to Barnes & Noble
4950 Pacific Ave. I 209.473.9265

